
Villa Perezoso, Manuel Antonio
from: Costa Rica Living Real Estate | Blue Zone Realty International | Melissa Klassen

Price: $2,200,000.00
Date: 2020-02-19 21:31:00
Expiration Date: 0000-00-00 00:00:00

Description
Nestled on a hillside Manuel Antonio, Costa Rica, overlooking the Pacifico Ocean and featured
in Ocean Home and Su Casa magazines, Villa Perezoso is an absolute storybook dream home
that envelopes you in nature, beauty and wildlife. This heavenly, modern Balinese oasis,
located on a private dead end road has spared no detail with it’s design, architectural features,
and furnishings. It’s truly one of a kind. This Multi-level estate boasts 8 bedrooms and 11
washrooms, with an unparalleled exotic beauty. As the name Villa Perezoso “sloth” suggested,
it was named after it’s first resident and you will almost always find one of these delightful
friends, in the guarumo tree overlooking the beautiful Manuel Antonio bay. In addition you will
see all 3 types of local monkeys, toucans, and a variety of birds along with other species of
wildlife to interest and entertain you. This flowing home is 11000 square feet plus. The home
has 3 main areas and can be integrated into one. As a rental, there are many options for
lucrative rental income and although not the main focus in the past, it has a great history to
share. As an owner you can even live in one area while leasing or renting out the rest of the
home or just enjoy the entire home with friends and family. The possibilities are endless. The
design of the rooms and home separated by levels are as follows : The Villa: 3 bedroom and 4
bath, 3600 square foot area on 2 levels features: An expansive and luxurious grand Master,
ensuite
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